Bartenders may have found their
lore keeper in Dale DeGroff;
He is 3 parts Stork Club,
2 parts Las Vegas and
1 part scholar
of the
trade.*

A

merica’s foremost mixologist, Dale DeGroff developed
his extraordinary techniques and talent for over twenty years tending bar at great
establishments most notably, New York City's famous Rainbow Room, where he
pioneered a gourmet approach to recreating great classic cocktails.
Often referred to as the “daVinci of Drink”, DeGroff has created
award winning cocktail menus for world renowned restaurants
and has established himself as a leading authority and popular
personality in the beverage world, appearing regularly in the
press and electronic media including: Martha Stewart Living,
The Colin Cowie Show, CNN, Weekend Today, NBC’s Today
Show, The Food Network, Discovery Channel, Metro Guide,
History Channel, and local TV and radio stations throughout the
United States and Europe. He also writes monthly columns for
Esquire UK, Theme Magazine, and Beverage Media.
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As a spokesperson for the Distilled Spirits Council of the United States, DeGroff promotes the concept of responsible drinking in the home. Dale also
provides product evaluation, recipe development, staff training and
seminars to spirits manufacturers and leading restaurants throughout the world. his mixology seminars include a comprehensive
look at the history of the cocktail from its Golden Age through prohibition, chronicling its journey to Europe and the Caribbean, as
he demonstrates classic techniques used to prepare cocktails.
He also offers “Bartender Boot Camp”, and his popular Cocktail
Safari® tours of Manhattan which have been featured in New York
Magazine, Citysearch.com and Esquire UK.
Next November of 2002, Clarkson Potter will release Dale DeGroff’s
new book, The Craft of The Cocktail. Far more than just a recipe
book, The Craft of The Cocktail provides history, personalities, and
anecdotes; shows you how to set up a bar, master important techniques, and use tools correctly; and it delivers unique concoctions,
many featuring Dale DeGroff’s signature use of fresh juices, as well
as all the classics.

“DeGroff, whose cheflike approach to
cocktails turned the Rainbow Room Bar
into holy ground for the Martini set,
has picked up where he left off.”
William Grimes, New York Times

Debonair, a great raconteur, and an unparalleled authority, Dale is universally
acknowledged as the world’s premier mixologist. When Entertainment Weekly
decides that each Sex and the City character needs her own signature drink, they
ask Dale to create them. When the Culinary Institute of America makes a bartending video, they enlist Dale, and when ‚ wants a source on cocktail parties, they interview Dale for recipes, for history, for anecdotes, and for fun. Whether they came
from as far away as Australia or just around the corner, Dale always provides a good
story, a great cocktail, and a warm smile.
Visit Kingcocktail.com to view online press kit

*Alan Feuer, New York Times
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PEACH & BERRY JULEP
DALE DEGROFF
BEMELMAN’S BAR AT THE
CARLYLE HOTEL

1 Slice Peach
1 small Strawberry
2 Raspberries
2 Blueberries
3/4 oz. fresh lemon juice
1/2 oz. Simple Syrup
1/2 oz. Marie Brizzard Peach Liqueur
1 1/2 oz. Bourbon
In a shaker, muddle the peach slice,
mint sprg, berries, lemon juice and simple syrup until fruit is crushed. Add
peach liqueur, bourbon and ice and
shake well. Strain into a highball glass
filled with ice. Garnish with peach slice
and a sprig of mint.

Complex Magazine, June/July 2002

The Baltimore Sun, June 5, 2002

Belmont Breeze: Punch wins big with both sexes
By Sara Engram
Like the Kentucky Derby and the Preakness, the
Belmont Stakes has its own drink to raise in celebration
of its jewel in horse racing's Triple Crown - the
Belmont Breeze.But until recently, neither the
Preakness nor the Belmont Stakes was able to establish
a drink that seemed to satisfy as many fans as the storied mint julep. The "traditional" drinks of both races
have undergone revisions in recent years to reflect
changes in fans' preference.
The julep escaped this indignity, perhaps because bourbon seems to be as much a part of the fabric of
Kentucky culture as horse racing, or because the julep
provides such a pleasing marriage of mint, sugar water
and good bourbon. The julep now seems inseparable
from the singing of My Old Kentucky Home at
Churchill Downs on the first Saturday in May.
The Preakness' original Black-Eyed Susan had less
staying power, at least until a retooling of the recipe last
year into a vodka-based drink that seems to be pleasing
more fans than the old whiskey-sour-style potion.
The Belmont Stakes' traditional cocktail had a similar
problem. Somehow there was no great clamor for the

Belmont Breeze
Serves 1
1 1/2 ounces Jack Daniels
3/4 ounce Harvey's Bristol Cream Sherry
1/2 ounce fresh lemon juice (see note)
1 ounce simple syrup, made with equal parts water
and sugar (see note)
1 1/2 ounces fresh orange juice
1 1/2 ounces cranberry juice
7-Up
soda water
Shake first 6 ingredients with ice and top with half 7Up and half soda water, approximately 1 ounce of
each. Garnish with fresh strawberry, a mint sprig and
lemon wedge.
Note: One ounce of sweet-and-sour mix could be
substituted for the lemon juice and the simple syrup.

White Carnation, which combined vodka, peach
schnapps, orange juice, soda and cream, all stirred
together, poured over crushed ice in a highball glass
and garnished with an orange slice. In fact, many people seemed unaware that there was a drink labeled the
"traditional" cocktail of the Belmont Stakes.
In the mid-'90s, Dale DeGroff, a New York bartender
whose customers included officials from the New York
Racing Association, decided the Belmont Stakes needed a cocktail that would be as appealing in an upscale
bar as at the tracks.
Harking back to the Colonial idea of a whiskey punch,
essentially fruit juices and whiskey, DeGroff came up
with the Belmont Breeze and prepared the drink at
celebrity and VIP events leading up to the race.
"It was wildly popular," he says. "It appealed to men
and women. Even it you weren't a whiskey drinker, it
was a tasty punch."
The Belmont Breeze now reigns as the traditional drink
of the Belmont Stakes. You can raise one Saturday as
your favorite horse hits the tracks.

London Guardian May 10, 2002

Mine's a
Bourbon
With
Marmalade
Or why not make it a vodka
with yoghurt? Caroline
Roux is shaken - and stirred
- by the cocktail craze
sweeping the capital

For Dale DeGroff, it's all in the wrist. His is a
gentle but firm action that brings the hand diagonally from the hip to the shoulder; there it
pauses for a little extra action, before descending to a central spot where his work is complete. Forget the histrionics of barmen who
treat the cocktail shaker like a cross between a
maraca and a juggler's baton. "If someone did
that in my bar," growls DeGroff, "they'd be in
trouble."

decade of the star bartender", but I guess that's
what happens when life is one long Gin Martini
with a twist.

Though a master bartender of many years
standing, DeGroff, represents the modern face
of the mixed-drinks business. He is in London
as the newly appointed cocktail director of the
Match group, to knock its menu and bartenders
into shape. When the first Match bar opened in
Clerkenwell in 1997, it was among the first to
offer sprawling-friendly sofas and good drinks
to an over-25 clientele. "We credited people
with a bit of taste," says ex-corporate lawyer
and owner Jonathan Downey. It's been a successful formula, with the group expanding from
one bar to five today.

"People who come to our bars are drinking differently these days," says Robbie Bargh of the
Gorgeous Group, an organisation responsible
for setting up bars in many high-end London
restaurants and hotels. "They're not just drinking
in an effort to get drunk. We're introducing
increasingly sophisticated cocktails where the
alcohol is a lower component of the drink."

But competition is now fierce and Downey saw
fit to import some top American talent. He could
hardly do better than DeGroff, who has been
called the "Billy Graham of the holy spirits". Now
53, he was at the Rainbow Rooms in New York
for 14 years until it was closed in 1998 in what
he describes as "the blunder of the century. It
was the last great supper club." He oversaw the
bar at the wedding of Ronald Reagan's son (the
groom wasn't quite cut out for marriage, it
turned out, but the drinks were terrific) and at
the 70th birthday party held for Rupert Murdoch
in the Australian's SoHo loft. He is, by his own
admission, King Cocktail, the name shared by
his website. De Groff is also convinced, somewhat confusingly, that "the 21st century is the

It's been a tough battle to pull the cocktail from
the pit into which it plunged in the 1970s. Perhaps
we can thank the Bacardi Breezer for blowing Sex
on the Beach out of the water. Cocktails are smart
again and the current metropolitan cocktail clientele is seen as a discerning one.

Rockwell, which the Gorgeous boys have established in the Trafalgar Hotel on Trafalgar Square
(it's really a Hilton, masquerading as a more
boutique-like affair), is a speciality bourbon bar.
"Bourbon is an off-putting drink for a lot of people," concedes Bargh. Yet used as base with tea
liqueur, fresh lemon juice and home-made
coriander syrup, for example, you can create an
exceptional drink. Then again, I've also tried 10year-old Van Winkle, shaken with breakfast marmalade and Peychaud bitters, and I'm not entirely sure that I would go back for more.
The growing interest and adventurousness in
what we eat has led to an increased sophistication of our palates - and wider knowledge of
flavours and ingredients... and greater interest
in what we are drinking. "You'll still find that
most people want entry-level cocktails," says
DeGroff. "The Raspberry Martini, the
Seabreeze, the Cosmopolitan. But there is a

place for new ideas. And, in terms of fresh
fruits and exotic fruits, London is ahead of New
York." Good lord! "Although you'll probably find
that the average cocktail barman in London
doesn't know what an Americano is." Ah, OK.
On the other hand, Dick Bradsell, who has had
a stranglehold on the London cocktail scene
ever since his name went above the door of
Dick's Bar at the Atlantic Bar and Grill - truly
London's hottest see-and-be-seen destination
in its early 90s heyday -has successfully uncovered a new breed of thirtysomething customers
who know their drinks. "Ten years ago, only a
barman would think of ordering a Manhattan.
Now I get people who not only want to order it,
but know exactly how it should taste."
The current hit? Definitely the Honey Wall equal parts Italian chocolate liqueur, Tuaca
[another Italian liqueur with a vanilla orange
taste] and three year old Havana Club rum. It's
not dry, not sour, but the flavours combine to
reduce the sweetness." Bradsell also finds that
cocktails are a gender-free issue. "I don't know
where that idea about girly drinks came from. I
mean, look at Dorothy Parker. She wasn't
ordering Piña Coladas."
"This profession has been on the rocks for a
while," says DeGroff, no pun intended. "But it's
getting better every day." And for those of you
who fear that jam, yoghurt or coriander at
happy hour could be an innovation too far, you
can alwaysresort to the good old Americano.
That's sweet vermouth, Campari and soda in a
highball glass, should your trailblazing British
barman need to be told.

New York Times, Feb. 24, 2002

With Bar Chefs,
Happy Hour
Goes Haute
BY WARREN ST. JOHN
Perhaps it was only a matter of time, but the age of
the celebrity bartender-- the bar chef--has arrived,
brought on in part by the public’s appetite for boldly flavored specialty drinks.
There's a tremendous amount of pressure from the
marketplace pushing owners toward fancy, colorful,
interesting drinks," Mr. DeGroff said. "Any owner
worth his salt can't neglect that part of the business."
The role of the bar chef differs considerably from
that of the standard bartender. Bar chefs are likely to
spend as much time in an office as behind a bar,
researching new infusions, calling around town for
the freshest limes or trying to track down some
obscure liqueur. Some carry the lofty title of "beverage director." They obsess over things like the size
and shape of ice (large cubes are preferred, because
they melt slowly) and the tartness of mint leaves.
Where conventional bartenders concern themselves
with simple issues like "Shaken or stirred?" and "Up
or on the rocks?" the bar chef frets over the proper
melting temperature of brown sugar. And where bartenders cater to customers by listening to their tales
and by recalling their regulars' favorite drinks, bar
chefs make their names by concocting ever bolder some would say simply weirder - cocktails. Indeed,
many cocktail-making stars are using shock value to
set themselves apart.
As part of a makeover of its venerated Bemelmans
Bar, which reopens on Friday, the Carlyle hotel has
hired a 40-year-old cocktail-making star named
Audrey Saunders to oversee a revamped drinks
menu that will feature homemade ginger beer and a
rum cocktail called the Jamaican Firefly. "People
are crying out for new flavors," Miss Saunders said.

In point of fact, people have been crying out for new
cocktails for several years now. The martini revival
of the 1980's gave way to the Cosmopolitan craze of
the 1990's, and so on. But it's only now - after
emerging from years of training in the fine art of
mixology - that a younger generation of innovative
bartenders, many of them taking their cue from
chefs and pastry chefs, is taking command of the
many bars and restaurants hoping to exploit their
craft. "I thought I knew everything I needed to know
in six months, and five years later I realized I knew
nothing," said Mr. DeGroff, who teaches a 20-hour
mixology course at the Institute for Culinary
Education in New York. A proper bartending education, he said, can take years.
Miss Saunders got her education working free for
Mr. DeGroff. "A chef can go to culinary school, but
there's no academy where bartenders can get their
training," Mr. DeGroff said. "If you're a bartender,
you're on your own."
He is a kind of Wynton Marsalis of cocktails, insisting that before trying anything too newfangled, an
aspiring bar chef must first master the classics. Mr.
DeGroff's disciples, like Miss Saunders, tend to use
the familiar drinks as the jumping-off point for their
innovations. One of Miss Saunders's signature creations, the Old Cuban, is an improvised riff on the
classic mojito. She replaces the white rum called for
in the original with the more potent añejo rum and
bitters, and finishes the drink not with soda, but with
Champagne. I like to take a classic drink and turn it
into a modern cocktail," she said.

January/Febrary 2002

Cocktail College
Dale De Groff, the "King
of Cocktails" so often
seen in these pages,
has teamed up with the
Culinary Institute of
America to create a
two-tape video series to
assist restaurateurs,
managers or any other
hospitality professional
who wants to improve
the bottom line through
increased beverage service and sales.
Bar Essentials includes two separate tapes: Liquid Assets, a
30-minute program that uses four classic cocktails to demonstrate the cardinal rules of good beverage service; and
Mixology: making Great Cocktails, a 45-minute video detailing
the fundamentals of creating mixed drinks and providing the
basic rules of good bartending. For more info, or to order the
tapes, call 800 285 8280 or go to www.ciachef.edu.

The Arizona Republic, Feb. 06, 2002

Serious Sipping on 'Sex'
Rachel Davis Mersey
The of-the-moment gals on Sex and the City have taken to drinking
like fish take to water. They aren't just sipping; they're drowning in it.
Now that the series is back for six new episodes, join the ladies for a
drink.
"Everyone relates to the four main characters in some way," says Dale
DeGroff, consultant to the Distilled Spirits Council, a national liquor
trade group. "I took each character's personality and paired them with a
cocktail that has the same traits. For example, Samantha is the sexy
vixen of the group, so naturally I gave her a sexy cocktail that just
oozes flirtation."
Samantha's ultimate flirt drink: a French Martini.
DeGroff's take on the other characters:
• Carrie is current, hip and glamorous. She needs a Sour Apple Martini
to match those Jimmy Choo shoes.
• He paired conservative and compassionate Charlotte with a
Mandatory, a drink that was introduced to him in 1981 at the Hotel
Bel Air by a beautiful Canadian actress.
• A true "Manhattanite," according to DeGroff, Miranda is smart, competitive and independent. Her drink honors not only her personality but
also her hair: a Red Manhattan.

Rediscovering the Art of the Cocktail
By ROGER MORRIS
03/06/2002
Dale DeGroff is coming to Wilmington to mix you a cocktail.
DeGroff is a New York mixologist or bar chef, one of a group
of people who are reviving the custom of having mixed drinks,
and he will be a featured part of the April 14 Meals From the
Masters celebrity chefs charity brunch.
(Yes, there will be about 30 premier chefs from around the
country preparing their specialties at the elegant annual event,
and enough wine being poured to float the Kalmar Nyckel.)
But now back to our cocktails.
"There's a change in how young people are entertaining at
home and in restaurants," DeGroff says, "They're acting more
like our parents did during the '50s. Part of it is because dining
has changed how we drink. There is a fascinating fusion of cuisine with lots of big flavors. So cocktails are coming to the forefront again."

DeGroff, a fixture at the old Rainbow Room, sees the biggest
influx of new cocktails coming from the Caribbean and South
America. One from Brazil is called a caipirinha, a mixture of
cachaca ("like grappa from sugar cane"), crushed lime quarters, sugar water and ice. Another is a mojito ("the Budweiser
of Cuba") with white rum, lime juice, mint, sugar syrup and
soda. Of course, there is a methodology in how these ingredients are assembled - and I leave that to DeGroff.
The idea that there is a real talent to bartending is something
that is often lost in what is seen as a transitory profession. "A
bartender should do one of two things - go into a kitchen and
train with a chef and learn flavors or make a concerted effort
to train himself on ingredients and technique."
For more information on the fifth annual brunch, which benefits the Meals on Wheels charity, and how to purchase tickets
and bid on auction items, call 658-6281 or go online at
www.mealsfromthemasters. com/2002Brunch.htm.

Details Magazine, December 2001

Market Watch, Nov.-Dec. 2001

Hartford Courant
Thurs, December 13. 2001

Southwest Airlines Spirit, December 2001

Sitting on a steel bar stool in Fressen in New York’s
meatpacking district at 6:30 one evening, Dale
DeGroff dunks one of his muscular fingers into his
martini glass and fishes out the curl of lemon. “It
was a brilliant effort,” he says, shaking his head,
“but see all this white stuff?” DeGroff grimaces and
sets the bitter pith next to his half-finished cocktail.
Arguably the most famous bartender in the country,
DeGroff has mixed Caipirinhas for Martha Stewart,
Planters Punch for The Today Show’s Ann Curry, and
sour apple martinis for Natalie Cole at Rupert
Murdoch’s 70th birthday party. As the former barkeep
for the Rainbow Room, DeGroff makes no bones
about what began the country’s current cocktail
craze, which single handedly converted the
Chardonnay crowd into Cosmopolitan drinkers, and
spawned lines of barware and accessories from
Pottery Barn to Target.

Martha Stewart Living
November 2001

THE BASIC BAR
For advice on stocking a home bar, we consulted Master Mixologist Dale DeGroff. These are the fundamentals,
but there are no hard and fast rules. Always take personal preferences and your budget into account when shopping.
“If you’re hosting a party,” DeGroff says, “find out what your friends drink before you start buying.”

October 2001

Nothing Is Hotter This Summer
Than the Latin Mojito
By Kari Granville
STAFF WRITER

August 15, 2001
ALL THINGS Cuban, from cigars to Fidel Castro's 75th birthday
on Monday continue to capture Americans' interest, so it is no
surprise that the cocktail creating the most buzz this summer is a
Havana-born rum cousin of the American mint julep, the mojito.Ernest Hemingway was said to have drunk mojitos, as has any
Cuban who ever imbibed, to believe the drink's lore. And now,
New Yorkers from Manhattan to the East End are adopting the
light, slightly tart libation.
"They really love their mojitos," said Riccardo Traslavina, the
Chilean-born chef who started serving mojitos two years ago
with his Latin-inspired menu at Riccardo's Seafood House in East
Hampton. "It's really taking off right now in New York City."
Lest it be consigned to a Latin-only niche, consider that the
mojito is being ordered as frequently as the ubiquitous margarita this season at Sunset Beach, Andre Balazs' casual chic restaurant on Shelter Island. Last summer, the ratio of margaritas to
mojitos was six to one. Unlike the margarita, which is sweet
and salty as well as heavy on the tongue in either its frozen or
on-the- rocks form, the mojito (pronounced moe-HEE-toe) is a
tad sour and almost effervescent. It's composed of mint leaves
muddled with lime juice and sugar, then topped with light rum
(though some recipes call for dark) and a splash of club soda,
and garnished with mint sprigs. (The American version, the
julep, is making a comeback this summer, too.)
"It's certainly a refreshing and wonderful drink," said Dale
DeGroff, consulting mixologist to the Culinary Institute of
America in Hyde Park and formerly head bartender and beverage director at The Rainbow Room.
Orders for mojitos picked up, DeGroff said, when audience
enthusiasm for "The Buena Vista Social Club," a 1999 documentary about Havana musicians, gave rise to curiosity about
Cuban cuisine. Now, on his frequent travels he sees the drink on
menus in big cities across the country, not just in New York.
"Besides the general trend toward fancy cocktails that has been
going on for several years, there is something about the mojito
that makes it restaurant-friendly," DeGroff said. "All the ingredients are on hand. And, people are used to and like rum
drinks."
At Tierra Mar in Westhampton Beach, manager Jonathan Brady
confirmed that the mojito is "very big." But equally popular is
the drink's American counterpart, the bourbon mint julep, made
at Tierra Mar with white creme de menthe and locally harvested
honey.
Chef-owner Jimmy Bradley of Red Cat in Chelsea doesn't serve
many mojitos - "It's not our bag. We're an American restaurant"
- but it's another matter for the classic Southern version. "We
serve a mint julep that we get a lot of requests for. It's basically
the same as the mojito, except instead of rum it has bourbon."

RECIPES
DALE DEGROFF, master mixologist, cautions against drowning the mojito in club soda. For that reason, his recipe calls for
using a glass that holds no more than 8 ounces. He also said
that almost any time a drink recipe calls for fresh lemon or lime
juice, shake it to bring out the juice's effervescence. Another tip
from the master: In drinks that have both sweet and sour ingredients (like the lime and simple syrup in the mojito), always use
a tad more of the sweet than the sour.

Dale DeGroff's Mojito
2 sprigs mint (use tender, young leaves)
1 ounce simple syrup (see note)
3/4 ounce fresh lime juice
1 1/2 ounces light rum
2 dashes Angostura Bitters
2 to 3 ounces club soda
Muddle 1 mint sprig with the simple syrup and the lime juice in
the bottom of a large mixing glass. (To muddle, press the mint
lightly with a muddler or wood spoon to release flavor.) Add the
rum and bitters and shake with ice. Strain over cracked ice in an
8-ounce glass, top with soda and garnish with mint. Makes 1
mojito.
Note: Because sugar can make a drink grainy, simple syrup
often is used instead in cocktails. DeGroff's method of making
simple syrup is to fill a corked bottle with equal parts water and
sugar. Shake vigorously for about 1 minute until the sugar dissolves. The mixture will be cloudy. Let sit for 5 minutes for the
mixture to become clear, then shake again before using. Store
covered in the refrigerator for up to 1 month.
Mojito recipes abound. Most list light rum, but the one used at
Riccardo's Seafood House in East Hampton calls for dark, or
golden, rum. "It's almost like a lemonade," Chilean-born chef
Riccardo Traslavina said of the mojito. "You use a lot of mint,
so you get a summery drink." That hasn't stopped his customers
from drinking it year-round, however.
Riccardo's Seafood House Mojito
10 fresh mint leaves
Splash fresh lime juice
1 teaspoon sugar
Ice
2 1/2 ounces golden rum
Club soda
Muddle mint leaves with a splash of fresh lime juice and sugar
in a highball glass. Pack glass with ice and add rum. Stir well
and top with a splash of club soda and garnish with mint sprig.
Makes 1 drink.

Dale’s drinks were featured in
cocktail spreads in 8 issues
of Hamptons Magazine,
May through August 2001
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How’s About a Little Drink?
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BENDING ELBOWS
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A Barkeep who
Practices the Art
of the Potable
by Alan Feuer

S

ome say a first-rate bartender
needs only three things: a
healthy pitching arm, a strong
pair of legs and a stomach sturdy
enough to absorb the effluvial tide
of human misery that surges toward
him each night from the other side
of the oak.
''I am inclined to reserve all judgments,'' Nick Carraway observed in
''The Great Gatsby,'' ''a habit that has
opened up many curious natures to
me and also made me the victim of
not a few veteran bores.'' Though F.
Scott Fitzgerald was describing the
plight of a poor man in a rich man's
world, the point could certainly apply
to the lot of the tavern master. And if
bartenders have yet to discover their
great writer, they may have found
their lore keeper in Dale DeGroff.
Mr. DeGroff is a debonairly raffish man who made his bartending
bones at the Rainbow Room, where
he spent more than a decade as the
chief mixologist. These days, you
can find him sporting around town at
bars like Grace in TriBeCa or holding
seminars on everything from mint
juleps to sloe gin fizz.
A dapper gent with a graying
mane, Mr. DeGroff proudly wears his
Bartenders Hall of Fame ring (class
of 1992) and has a penchant for biting

off the ends of his thoughts with a
roguish, squint-eyed smile. In the jargon of his business, he is three parts
Stork Club, two parts Las Vegas and
one part scholar of the trade.
''The bartender is an American
phenomenon just like jazz or baseball,'' he mused the other day at
Phoebe's, a bar on the Bowery,
while romancing a Bombay
Sapphire martini made to his
NASA-quality specifications: up,
dry, with an olive and a twist, and
backed by a tumbler of water.

Bartenders have found their
lore keeper in Dale
DeGroff; he is three parts
Stork Club, two parts Las
Vegas and one part scholar...
''It used to be that people who
served alcohol were innkeepers,'' Mr.
DeGroff said. ''The man looked after
the house and the horses and his wife
was in charge of the bar. But real bartenders emerged from that classic
British mold around 1830 in this
country. That's when they first
became professionalized.''
It was in 1862, he said, that the
first saloonkeepers' guide appeared

in America under the title of ''How to
Mix Drinks, or a Bon Vivant's
Companion.'' It was written by Jerry
Thomas, paterfamilias of bartenders.
Mr. DeGroff, a devoted student,
owns a crackle-paged first edition.
During the next 60 years, until
Prohibition, an explosion of new
ingredients like dry vermouth reached
this country. Men were called into
service to prepare martinis,
Manhattans, sours and Rusty Nails.
The bartender was no mere tap jockey but a beverage chef, concocting
decorative and cultivated cocktails.
Mr. DeGroff is a throwback to
those artisanal days. He considers the
liquor well his palette, the bar his
canvas. During his own stint manning the wood, he played a game
with his favorite customers, offering
to make them cocktails with the
booze they hated most. If it wasn't
delicious it was free. He rarely lost,
he says.
''Bartending is a profession based
on flavor and recipe,'' he offered, as a
ray of sunset slanted through the window and brightened the last drops of
his martini. ''It's like an art. You have
to ground yourself in anatomy before
you can go off painting crazy things.''

(reduced- double page spread)

Foodie Magazine, April, 2000
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n over 20 years as bartender at legendary New York
restaurants like the Rainbow Rom and Windows on the
World, Dale DeGroff has helped to resurrect the classic
cocktail, elevating it to a lofty status usually reserved for
fine wines and earning himself the nickname, “King of
Cocktails.” When he’s not behind the bar, DeGroff acts as a
beverage consultant, judges competitions and trains bartenders around the world. Foodie recently sat down with the
master mixologist, who is writing a book on American cocktails and can be found stirring it up on his website,
Kingcocktail.com.
What is the first drink you ever created?
The Ritz Cocktail, based on a champagne drink served in the
Ritz Hotels throughout Europe. I was bartending at Aurora, a
very high-end restaurant on 49th Street, and wanted to create
the Ritz of New York. I chilled Cointreau with lemon juice, a
dash of Maraschino Liqueur and cognac , poured the mixture
into a martini glass and finished it with champagne and a
flaming orange peel, which later became a signature of mine.
It was written up in Playboy Magazine.
Is the old-school barman
a dying breed?
Not at all. For the first time, young people in the hospitality
industry are actually choosing the bar as a profession.
Bartenders are no different than chefs in that they have to
know the classic recipes and understand their tools and
ingredients, and how to use them. What’s been working
against that all these years are the bartending schools which

use colored water because they don't have liquor licenses.
how can you learn to mix drinks if you can't taste them?
What makes a great cocktail?
When you can't identify the individual drink components. You
have notes of sweet, sour and dry, and they're all in harmony as
if you're creating a new flavor. Take 3 or 4 ingredients, amalgamate them and they disappear into one another to create a new
and wonderful taste- to me that's the perfect cocktail.
Do you have secret ingredients?
No, but I utilize a wider palette of ingredients than a lot
ofbartenders: freshly pureed fruits, ice made from the purest
water, evbery brand of bitters, fruit syrups, premium herbal
liquors. I also started using things years ago that are now
coming back, like pomegranate molasses and rosewater.
If you could toss back a few with anyone in history?
Mark Twain would come closest to the perfect drinking companion that I can imagine. Not just for his stories and wit,
but because he would sit there with you-he was a regular
kind of guy.
And his poison?
Bourbon.
Upcoming trends?
Revisiting the classic recipes, group drinks, sophisticated
looking garnishes, a return to some kitschiness with tropical
drinks. A general expanding of the repertoire with new and
classic thrown together in the same mix.

FORTUNE
JULY 31, 2000

Excerpted from Wine & Spirits, Oct. 2000

Barmen Sign Up to Cognac Revival
Wine spirits may be the easiest base to work with,
but a new generation of mixologists are reveling
in the greater challenges offered by Cognac.
By Simon Meads
A lot of people are put off from drinking Cognac-based cocktails because they think they
won't like the drink", says Nick Strangeway, bar manager of London's Che, the award winning cocktail and cigar bar. "We do sell a lot of Cognac like that but I always try and encourage customers to try cocktails instead", says Strageway.
Getting them to try Cognac cocktails sometimes requires a new approach. That is what Dale
DeGroff had to do when Courvoisier commissioned him to make a 'millennium cocktail' for
their millennium bottling. "I didn't have high hopes for the commission," he admits, "but it
turned out to be the most popular drink on my menu for a year and a half- as well as appearing on several other menus around the country. It had a wide appeal beyond the rather limited Cognac drinking crowd- just what Courvoisier was hoping for."
Dale DeGroff's

MILLENNIUM COCKTAIL
1 1/2 oz. Courvoisier Millennium Cognac
1 1/2 oz. Pineapple Juice
1 oz. Orange Curacao
1 dash Angostura Bitters
Shake all ingredients with ice and strain into a chilled martini glass.
Garnish with a twist of orange and dust with nutmeg.

Cranes, July 5, 1999

August 1999, Paper Magazine

The New Yorker, April 1999
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SWIZZLER: The mixologist Dale
DeGroff has a broad smile, silver
streaks in his hair, and fingers beyond
compare when it comes to squeezing
lemons, pouring jiggers, and stirring up
tantalizing cocktails. For the past
eleven years, DeGroff ran the bar at the
Rainbow Room, where the drinks, surprisingly, topped the stunning views.
He owns more than 800 books about
cocktails, and he never tires of running
down old recipes or insisting on fresh
juices, accurate measure-ments, and
proper ice cubes.

“There’s only one type of ice I’ll tolerate,” he says, holding up a 1 and 1/2inch sqaure. “That’s a big cube made
only by a Kold Draft machine.”
DeGroff is now offering more than
sixty mixed drinks from behind the
undulating granite bar at Blackbird, a
new restaurant at 60 E.49th St. (6929292). You might consider one of his
original creations, such as The Ritz– a
velvety combination of champagne,
cognac, Cointreau, maraschino liqueur,
and fresh lemon juice. you don’t know
what you’ve been missing.
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DINER’S JOURNAL
William Grimes
At most
restaurants, diners ask for the
wine list. At two
month old Blackbird, they want
the cocktail list.
Dale DeGroff,
whose cheflike
approach
to
cocktails turned
the Rainbow Room's Promenade bar into holy ground for
the martini set, has picked up where he left off, this time
shaking his shaker behind Blackbird's large, marbletopped horse shoe bar..
Cut off from the main dining room by a partition, the bar
is its own world, with a big lounge where the muted deco
strikes a Jazz Age note with 1930's overtones. Whether it
can attract a crowd to a dead block remains to be seen.
The show is the same. Mr. DeGroff, who holds court
during the week at lunch and Tuesdays through Saturdays
in the evenings, likes to throw a lot of English into mixing
a drink. And he still insists that fruit be squeezed fresh for
every drink. This time around, though, Mr. DeGroff has

created a millennium-minded cocktail menu that draws
inspiration from the turn of the century, when Americans
liked their drinks fancy and fruity.
A prime example is the Champagne Cobbler, a drink
that probably hasn’t been pushed across a New York bar in
a hundred years. After mashing hunks of pineapple, orange
and lemon ina shaker, Mr. DeGroff adds some maraschino
liqueur and a glassful of Champagne, then strains the mixture into a chilled flute. In the Blackbird julep, a mixture
of blackberry liqueur and lemon juice is poured over
crushed ice and garnished with black raspberries, red raspberries, blueberries and strawberries marinated in
Cointreau and brandy.
The basic list of 14 cocktails (as opposed to the extended list, with 70) includes cocktails that are more modern,
like the Valencia. Once the house drink at the Bel Air
Hotel, the Valencia strikes a suave pose by adding a dash
of dry sherry and orange peel to icy-cold gin. Then there’;s
the White Bat: that’s white rum, Kahlua, milk and Coca
Cola. It’s brand new. It’s young. It’s shameless. And darn
it, it tastes good.
Blackbird, 60 East 49th Street, (212) 692-9292.

October 1999

Time Out New York, April 8, 1999

Time Out New York,
April 20, 1997

The Party Planner

Bar Back

This week, the city’s premier
mixologist, former Rainbow Room
Bartender Dale DeGroff, gets reacquainted
with his shaker at Blackbird. DeGroff will be
tempting powerlunchers with oyster shots
and bloody bulls, while chef michael Smith,
formerly of 27 Standard, turns out the kind
of dishes that can also render your afternoons useless: meltingly tender shoulder of
lamb and meaty penko-crusted crab cakes.
Try the Blackberry Julepa blackberry-liqueur refresher, topped with
brandy-soaked berries. Blackbird, 60 East
49th Street, 692-9292.

HIRE AN EXPERIENCED STAFF (NOT
JUST YOUR FRIENDS)
Dale DeGroff, noted mixer at the
Rainbow room, sees the new cocktailcentric bars as “virgin territory.” Proper
cocktails have not been the norm in
America for more than 30 years, so bars
must teach a new generation how to
handle the basics and wean them off
premade mixes. In addition to the obvious problem of bartenders’ giving away
too much booze, DeGroff says, the bars
pour thousands of dollars down the
drain every year due to mishandling of
the shaker. “All these young guys don’t
have a clue,” he says. DeGroff spreads
his gospel at bartender boot camp. He
brought the staff of Pravda up to martini
speed 0 and he’ll do the same at
Clemen65tine. Those Interested in getting a quick lesson on bard considerations can also find DeGroff at NYU’s
food studies program, where he teaches
an occasional course called the
Business of the Bar.

Dale DeGroff manned the bar at New
York’s Rainbow Room for 14 years,
becoming known as America’s premier
drink maker. An avid collector of vintage
recipe books, DeGroff’s purist approach
to bartending has made him a restaurant celebrity, a familiar face in magazines, newspapers and on television.
he now plies his trade at the recently
opened
Blackbird
in
midtown
Manhattan, while simultaneously doing
a brisk business as a lecturer and consultant. Check out his website at
www.kingcocktail.com

New York Post
July 1999

Restaurants & Institutions • August 1998

Hot Shots
By Margaret Sheridan

T

he role of bartender defies time. To appease customers with a sympathetic ear or a perfectly blended
cocktail is as vital today as it was a century ago. A customer’s request for something “new” is the spark that
fuels the creation of signature cocktails. For bartenders,
it's an opportunity to express their personality and
extend the bar’s reputation. Some cocktails come and
go; others become legends. The daiquiri first refreshed
in 1898 when a Cuban bartender paired rum with sugar
and fresh lime juice, serving the potent cooler to engineers who were developing the Daiquiri iron mines in
Santiago, Cuba. Mention the sidecar and bar buffs
evoke the name of Hemingway. Lore has it that the
writer arrived at the Ritz Hotel in Paris and ordered a
cognac-based cocktail from the sidecar of a motorcycle. Bartenders today continue the tradition of liquid
artistry. Dale DeGroff recalls that a regular at the
Rainbow Promenade Bar inspired the Fitzgerald. “The
customer wanted something light, summery, with gin
but no tonic,” recalls DeGroff, head bartender and beverage manager at the New York establishment.
“Another regular, noting a drink on the menu named for
Ernest Hemingway, insisted it be named after F. Scott”

New York Magazine • June 29, 1998

VitalFluids
By Rob Patronite
Despite our recent retro-cocktail obsession, it isn’t
that easy to find a first-rate drink in this town.
That may be why New Yorkers who care about
such things have long taken their place along busloads of German and Japanese tourists, at the
Rainbow Room’s Promenade Bar, where barkeep
extraordinaire Dale DeGroff reigns over his spirits kingdom.
DeGroff’s latest concoction, The Belmont Breeze,
created for this month’s Belmont Stakes, is New
York’s heat-blasting retort to Louisville’s mint
julep. A student of drinking history, DeGroff reinterpreted a Colonial whiskey-punch recipe- “One
of sour, two of sweet, three of strong, four of
weak”, with ingredients that would appeal to a late
twentieth century palate.

When the sidewalks start to steam,
hydrating becomes something of a seasonal imperative...
As a tribute to new York’s origins as a rye town
(hence the Manhattan), he tempers rye whiskey
with a dash of sherry and - in deference to the
Cosmopolitan crowd- fresh citrus and cranberry
juices. The punch gets topped with soda so the
refreshment lasts longer, which is what we wish
would happen to DeGroff’s tenure at Rainbow.
drink up now: The Belmont Breeze and the rest of
DeGroff’s oeuvre may only be available until the
end of the year, when Giuseppe Cipriani and his
trendier retinue arrive to give the complex a
makeover. Bellinis or no, he will find some very
big shakers to fill.

July 21, 1999 Excerpted

And Even
Dale DeGroff shakes some drinks
vigorously “to wake them up,” but
a martini, he insists, should be
stirred

S

haken or stirred? It’s a question that sounds
like the ultimate in sophisti-cation. But the
truth is that James Bond, despite his smug
smile, knew only the half of it. Cocktail-making
technique, a highly evolved skill, is as important to
bartenders as a drink’s recipe. And often it’s the
technique- including the style of the shaker and the
size of the ice cubes- that distinguishes one great
mixologist from another.
The great challenge of cocktail making is to get
the liquids as cold as possible as quickly as possible so the alcohol mixture doesn’t become too
diluted. Which is why bartenders also obsess over
ice cube size. Dale DeGroff, the head bartender at
Blackbird insists on large one-inch cubes- they are
better for drinks on ice, because they melt slower,
keeping the drink intense for a longer period.
Shaking serves two purposes. First, by shaking
liquid in ice, it splashes up against the ice and cold
sides of the shaker, cooling it rapidly before the ice
has time to melt and dilute the liquid. Stirring will
also chill down the liquid, but not as thoroughly or
quickly. Shaking a drink also homogenizes, or
emulsifies it. Like vigorous whisking, shaking liquid with ice and a little air emulsify, creating a cold,
lightly frothy drink. The temperature and particles
of water refresh and the sir bubbles spread the flavor across your palate.
“You want spritz in a cocktail,” says DeGroff as
he made me a Hemingway Daiquiri. He poured
rum, lime ice, grapefruit juice, maraschino liqueur

Ice Cube

Size Counts

By Amanda Hesser

and simple syrup into a shaker with those big
cubes, fitted a glass into the open end and gave it a
shake so vigorous, his arm and the shaker were
merely a blur.
He strained it into a frosty chilled martini glass.
As I drank it the bubbles in the liquid seemed to lift
the flavor out of each component; the froth was like
cream.. “Harry Craddock of the Savoy once said
“You shake them to wake them up, not to put them
to sleep.,” Mr. Degroff said.
Drinks made of pure spirits are traditionally
stirred. Shaking supposedly “bruises” the spirits by
adding water and flattening their flavor. “Because
of the vigorousness of shaking,” explained Marie
Maher of Beacon Restaurant, a stirrer of Martinis,
“ the air bubbles remove the nuances of the spirit.”
Mr. DeGroff is a traditionalist. He stirs. If you
shake a martini, for instance, he said, “the first
thing that hits your tongue is a frothy, aerated
drink” He prefers that first thing to be cold, heavy
and silky. DeGroff stirs his drinks about 50 times,
but he uses large ice cubes. With smaller cubes, he
would stir less, perhaps 25 rotations so that the
drink doesn’t become diluted.
Today, new cocktails are created a often as the
weather changes. Technologies come and go. There
is often more flair than form. What is important is
that there are bartenders who continue to raise drink
mixing from a craft to an art. They are as much
philosophers as they are drink makers with a curiosity for the physics behind that craft.

Gentleman's Quarterly September 1998 (Excerpted)

I'll Take (a) Manhattan
MEET THE MAN WHO CAN MAKE 400 COCKTAILS FROM MEM-

W

e're drinking moonshine, the teacher and I, pure
Carolina corn whiskey poured from a Mason jar into the
daintiest little glasses you've ever seen. The hooch is a
smuggled offering, and Dale DeGroff, who tends the God's
eye view bar at the Rainbow Room, high atop Rockefeller
Center in New York, where the corn and the clientele are
usually a little more refined, has this to say about
it":"Woooooooweeee! 'He's telling me about what a good
bartender will know. People. Recipes. How to ignite an
orange peel and turn a barful of strangers into a rapt, interacting audience. But he's really talking about something
more elusive- the ethic and enthusiasms of a great bartender, which, with slight adjustment for dress and position, are identical to the enthusiasms of a great drinker. To
wit: a certain attitude toward life that might be summed up
as Wooooooweeee!

DeGroff trains young bartenders at joints around New
York (and only DeGroff can get away with calling the
swanky Rainbow Room a joint). After he has covered the
shaking and the stirring and his nearly religious respect for
fresh juices, he tells the aspirants, "Whatever the hell you
want to be, while you're behind the bar, you might as well
know everything there is to know about it." Not because
it's necessary for a bartender to be conversant with the history of the Golden Age of the American Cocktail (though
DeGroff could give a lecture on the drinks conceived
between 1860 and 1919). And not because it's necessary to
memorize every drink recipe on record (though DeGroff
could stir up 400 from memory, including forty or so of his
own invention). You might as well know everything,
DeGroff says, "because that's the way your life should be
anyway."

But something saved him from just being another bullshitting bartender with a lot of stories to tell. One night – and
this was after he’d been in the trade five years and worked
good jobs on two coasts– he was making a sidecar at the
Hotel Bel Air in Los Angeles. An older man, a regular,
stopped him and said, “I bet you think you made that right,
don’t you?” The regular, it turned out, was a bartender at
another hotel, the L’Ermitage, and he explained the importance of Cointreau over Triple sec, what size glass to use
and how to put sugar on the rim. It turned out that DeGroff
didn’t know a damned thing about the business of making
a proper drink. So as he does with almost everyone he
meets on either side of a bar, he befriended the older man.
DeGroff has been learning things from old bartenders ever
since, and his respect for the profession has little to do with
self-aggrandizement. It has more to do going where the
learning is and paying tribute where it’s due. Then there are
the bartenders DeGroff knows only from books. He wanted to know what drinks would have been served in the classic bars of New York, places that would have been visible
from the perch of the Rainbow Room. So twelve years ago
he started collecting bar books. Today he has 600 recipe
compilations, monographs and memoirs in his collec-
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tion.Knowing everything, though, takes time. Knowing
everything means the teacher is never finished learning.

Knowing everything means
the teacher is never
finished learning.
Which is why we’re swirling and sniffing Carolina lightning in little pousse-cafe glasses and chasing them with
Rainbow sours, and why a little later we'll descend the
sixty-five floors and head out into rainy Manhattan and
catch a crosstown bus to the ancient and unvanquished
Clarke’s. Clarke’s will be full of friends, including George
Erml, a transplanted Czech who photographs New York’s
disappearing saloons. When an exhibition of Erml’s work
opened in Prague, DeGroff flew over for the party and
made 1200 martinis and Manhattans in two hours. After a
round of hellos and whiskeys and a nod to Frank Conefery,
the fallen brother whose picture hangs above the bar,
DeGroff will order an Irish coffee. “It’s a thing of beauty,”
DeGroff will say of the squat little drink in the punch mug.
And then he'll say it again.
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Opening

He’s Over the Rainbow

When New York’s premier bartender, Dale
DeGroff, left the perch at the Rainbow Room’s
late, lamented Promenade Bar, cocktail connoisseurs despaired. But he’s reappeared two
blocks east at the new Blackbird, a brand new
restaurant that celebrates classic American
food and Mixed Drinks- a stupefying 70 of
them. Open for lunch, dinner service starts
next week. (60 East 49th Street, 692-9292)
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Off The Menu

A New Dawn
By Florence Fabricant

Mixing’ It Up
Just when you thought people were too busy worrying
about Y2K to celebrate the arrival of the next thousand
years, Courvosier has introduced the Courvosier
Millennium Cocktail, a refreshing beverage with a tangy
bite. Bob Guccione, founder and publisher of Penthouse,
recently toasted at his mansion, a 200-guest gathering in
honor of the innovative new concoction. Above L to R:
Hermann Merrinoff, CEO Charmer Industries, Bob
Guccione, George McCarthy, pres. of Allied Domecq
Spirits and Wine and renowned mixologist Dale DeGroff.

Dale DeGroff, who made his name shaking and
stirring to order at the Promenade Bar at the
Rainbow Room, is moving over to a restaurant
and lounge - with no name yet– at 60 East 49th
Street. The space was originally Aurora, created
in 1985 by the late Joseph Baum, and is being
revived by some of his partners. They have hired
Larry Bogdanow for the redesign. “We thought
of calling it Joe’s, said David Emil, one of the
partners, "but that name is taken.”

By Tony Hendra

C

ocktails make me nervous. It isn't
their strength, or even their tendency to megafruitiness. No, my
trepidation springs from an experience I had one night in 1968-- I'd recently
made the acquaintance of Richard Harris
at a splendid Irish saloon called "himself"
run by Malachy McCourt around the corner
from Elaine’s. I recall little of the night
except that it ended with Harris and me
rolling in the sawdust of some other
saloon. Witnesses were unable to decide
whether we were embracing in manly
agape or trying to bite each other's ears
off. Perhaps both.
What I do remember is the hangover. I lay
undead, incapable of sleep or motion for
about twelve hours, and vowed never
again to dirnk something with more than
one kind of alcohol in it. Since then, cocktails and I have kept an arms length relationship.
Pre-millennial New York, however, has
revived cocktails with a vengeance. A conscientious ethanol correspondent ought to
be on top of this; but I remained nervous.
Best solution: Find the finest cocktailist in
Manhattan and challenge him or her to
convince me otherwise.
Dale DeGroff is widely regarded as
Manhattan's premier mixologist. He holds
court at the gloriously named Promenade
Bar in the Rainbow Room. I visited him a
few weeks ago, taking with me three other
skeptics: master palate Anne Rosenzweig,
chef-owner of Arcadia and the Lobster
Club; Alex Hargrave of Hargrave Vineyard
in Long Island, who not only makes the
North Fork’s most elegant wines, but hates
spirits; and Candace Bushnell, who frequently studies the effects of ethanol on
the human libido for her New York
Observer column, “Sex and the City”.
The DeGroff challenge was in three parts:
Round One: Make a palatable cocktail from
the challengers’ least favorite booze. Round
Two: Ditto for each challengers’ secret fluid
hankering. Round Three: Make anything we
wanted, however outre or repellent.
Round One, Bushnell loathes cognac.
DeGroff builds a base of Cointreau,
cognac, lemon juice, and maraschino

liqueur, adding 4 ounces of champagne.
He tops it off by flaming a piece of orange
peel over it, a brilliant trick which sprays
slightly burnt orange oil across the surface.
Bushnell is impressed. It is actually a
DeGroff special called the Ritz of New
York. Score one for the mixologist.
Hargrave hates gin the most.DeGroff muddles fresh mint, Angostura and Peychaud’s
bitters, and lemon juice in a glass, then
adds a dash of sweet vermouth, orange
juice, and two ounces of Tanqueray and
stirs. I love it but the vote is 3 to 1 against.
Score one for the skeptics.

Dale DeGroff is widely regarded
as Manhattan's premier mixologist. I visited him a few weeks
ago, taking with me three other
skeptics: master palate Anne
Rosenzweig, chef-owner of
Arcadia and the Lobster Club;
Alex Hargrave of Hargrave
Vineyard in Long Island...
and Candace Bushnell, who
frequently studies the effects of
ethanol on the human libido for
her New York Observer column,
“Sex and the City”.

Rosenzweig can’t stand anise ("If you’re
chewing a Good & Plenty at twenty feet, I
have to leave the room“). DeGroff builds a
nineteenth-century baby called a Sazarac.
Rosenzweig is delighted. Surprisingly,
Hargrave agrees. Bushnell gags. To me, it
seems at best something that might cure an
upper-respiratory infection. DeGroff adds an
ounce of cognac, which the original 17th century recipe called for, and it’s transformed.
Another hard fought- win for DeGroff.
My aversion is grappa. DeGroff is genuinely stumped but comes through with
another entirely new and sublime cocktail.
The secret is passion-fruit puree bound to
the grappa with a dash of apricot liqueur.
Bushnell names it the Sex and the City
Special. Round One goes to DeGroff, 3 to 1.

Round Two. Rosenzweig’s secret love–
milk. Since the rest of us hate milk, this will
be named a Lactose Intolerance. DeGroff
shakes a beachy beauty with orange,
spiced rum, and pimento (Jamaican allspice) liqueur. All admire it. DeGroff also
transforms my secret shame, Gatorade, to
which he adds lime, strawberry liqueur,
rum, grapefruit, and bitters. Amazingly, it’s
delicious. Another round to DeGroff. This is
turning into a rout.
Round Three: My free-throw demand: a
drink made from three British ingredients
The drink is Bass ALe, Rose’s lime juice,
and Harvey’s Bristol Cream, a mind-curdling combo that I find delicious, particularly the sherry. No one agrees. He names
the three-British ingredient creation Old
Mother Hubbard. Dale loses this one.
The conversation returns to inebriation and
how you can tell when you’re drunk For
Hargrave, it’s when you fall on your ear–
For Bushnell, it’s when you’ve gotten to the
point where you’re having sex on the bar.“
This serves as a neat segue to the final
demand of the afternoon.
Rosenzweig’s an “Absolutely Guaranteed
Aphrodisiac“ with “no fruit.“
The “Absolutely Guaranteed Aphrodisiac“ is
equal parts Grand Marnier and Cachaca, a
head-banging sugar-cane brandy from
Brazil. Bushnell now suggests either (a)
taking her thirteen drinks home in a “doggie
bottle“ or (b) pouring all 52 together and
drinking them. The proceedings draw to a
close. An unqualified victory for Manhattan’s
premier mixologist.
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Forbes
There are plenty of places out-of-towners can get
a drink in Manhattan, but only a few where they get
a smile along with it.

NewYork’s Friendliest
Bars and Bartenders
Andrew Brusso

Dale DeGroff at the Rainbow Promenade Bar
Fresh-squeezed juices, cocktails from yesteryear, Manhattan’s best view.

